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THE CARTOGRAPHY OF THE PROVINCES OF FRANCE 
157O1757 1  

By Sir HERBERT GEORGE FORDHAM 

The following paper is intended to bring to the notice of 
the Society the outlines of the growth of the Cartography of 
the Provinces of France, especially during its earlier period 
of development, with reference rather to its artistic and biblio-
graphic features thah. to those bearing on the advance of 
geographic scienCe. 

It .may be .  of a certain interest, and of aninterest which 
may, withut imprOpriety, be regarded as of an antiquarian 
character, to establish, not only the history of the subject for 
its ownvalue, biita1so as a basis for comparison with the same 
art and scientific growth and activity on our own. side of the 
Channel, as it is illustrated in my studies of the maps of 
Cambridgeshire"and the Great Level of the Fens, and of the 
maps of the County of Hertford. 

I have enlarged,. in the Introduction to the latter work, on 
the debt cartographic scienCe owes to the Low Countries, and 
have exemplified that debt in particular relation to the early - 
maps of the English Counties in the body of the work itself, 
as well as in my List of the Maps of Cambridgeshire, and I 
need not follow up the subject here. 

At the same time it is perhaps as well to point out that 
to Flanders, and to the Provinces of the north of France 
bordering on that country, France itself is almost entirely 
indebted for her geographers, and her cartographic artists and 
engravers. It is difficult to recall the name of any French 
geographer of note of the s jxteenth and seventeenth centuries 
who was born west of the Seine. Guillaume Postel, it is true, 
was a native of Lower Normandy; Maurice Bouguereau, who 

1 This paper was read 10 February 1908. 
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Reduced facsimile of the engraved title-page of the 
The'a'tre François, Tours, 1594. 

[From the Odsey copy.] 
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is identified with the first French Atlas, belonged to Tours; 
but Postel, though a great traveller (for his time), and a man 
of omnivorous learning, was not specially a cartographer, and 
Bouguereau was only . the editor and printer of his atlas 
formed, in the main, of copies from a variety of maps of 
earlier dates. 5 

While the starting-point in time of the publication in 
France of any series of provincial maps is 1594, marked by 
the appearance of Bouguereau's famous atlas, the The'cUre 
François, published by him at Tours in that year, we must 
go back to 1570, to Antwerp, and to the celebrated Plantin 
press in that city and the first publication of a set of maps 
of the French Provinces, appearing in the Theatrum Orbis 
Terrarani of Abraham Ortelius, for the beginnings in this 
matter. The same year saw the impression of Postel's map 
of France, of which the unique copy which has survived to 
our days may be seen in the map-room of the Bibliothèque 
nationale in Paris. But the former publication is connected 
with the town of Tours, for Christopher Plantin was a native 
of one of the adjoining villages, though it seems uncertain 
which. Born in 1514, it was not until about the year 1550 
that Plantin, after living at Lyons, Orleans and Paris, and, 
finally, serving a bookbinder at Caen, and shortly after his 
marriage with Jeanne Rivière in that town, established him-
self at Antwerp, and opened a little shop, where he bound 
and dealt in books, and, a few years later (in 1555), set 
up his prin.ting-press, and published his first book, bearing 
that date. 

The history of the famous establishment Plantin-Moretus 
need not be dwelt on here. After the death of Plantin in 
1589, it was continued till 1876, when it was sold to the City 
of Antwerp, and now forms the well-known museum in the 
Marehé du Vencirecli. 

Preceded by - the publication of several individual maps, 
there issued from this press of Christopher Plantin in Antwerp 
in 1570 (on May 20th) the first collection of the maps of 
Ortelius, with a Latin text, of which year by year, almost, 
fresh editions, always with additional maps, appeared up to 

6-2 
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as late as 1624, no less than 28 such editions (r'eckoni'ng*  
duplicates with text in' various languages, and of the same 
date, and what are ,known as the ac1c1tamenta. as 'separate 
editions) being known up to the date of Ortelius' death in 
1598, and 'a few others having appeaied later'. 

This first issue of the Theatrum, and those following, up 
to, the year. 1572, contained '53 maps only; of these the 
following relate to France and her provinces' 

France,'after Jean Jolivet, (Gallice Regni Potentiss: Nova 
Descriptio, Joanne Joliveto Auctore), 19 1  x 131'2 

Berry, after' Jean Chaumeau (Regionts Biturigum Exactiss: 
Descriptio. Per D. Joannem Calama3um), 12 1  x 12k. 

Lower Auvergne, after .  Gabriel Symeone (Limanice Topo-
graphia Gabrièle Symeoneo A'uct.), 6 x 12 4 .' 

Calesis and Bou1onnais, after Nicolas Nicola! (Caletensium 
et, Bononiensiurn ditionis accurata 'delineatio. DesOripta et edita' 
a Ricolao Nicolai Deiphinate Parisijs 1558), 91 x' 13k.'  

Vermandois, after Jean Surhone (TTeromanduoruni eorum'que. 
confiniu exactissima descriptio Johanne Surhonio Auctoré), 
85' x131 . 

The Coast of Languedoc and part of Provence (Gallim 
.Warbonensis ora marittima Recenter descripta), 89x 11f-. 

Savoy and part of Burgundy; after Aegide Bulione (Sa-
,baudice, et Burgundice (Jomitatus descriptio; auctOre Aegiclio 
Bulionio Belga), 85  x 11f0 

In the epitome of Ortelius' atlas by Peeter Heyns, also 
published by Plantin, under the title Spieg/tel der Werelt, in 
1577, these seven maps are reproduced on a small scale. Of one 
of them a 'facsimile is offered, byway of illustration of the art 
of the period, in Prate II (1). 

.. In the editions of the Theatrum of J579 and 1580 the 
following maps are added:-  

Poictou, after Pierre Roger, 1579 (Pictonum vicinarumque 
Abraham Ortel, or Ortels, was born at Antwerp on April 4th, 1527, and 

died there on 'June 28th, 1598. In 1577 he visited England and Ireland, and 
met Camden; and it is , to this visit, and to the persuasion of Ortelius, that 
Camden attributes, in the preface to his Britannia, the inception of that 
great' work. , 

2 Dimensions in inches.' 
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Regonumfic1iss desoriptio. 	 i Auctore Hobil DiiS Petro Rogiero 
Pictone), 191 x 14

80 

Anjou, after Lezin Guyet, 1579 (Anclgavensium clitionis 
vera et integra descriptio. Licimo Guyeto Anclegevense auctore), 
18x14. 

Picardy, after Jean Surhone, 1.579 (Picardice, Bel,qicce regionis 
descriptio. Johannes Surhonio auctore), 201  x 12.f. 

Burgundy, after Ferdinand Lannoy, 1579 (Burgunclice 
Cornitatus Recentiss. Descriptio Dii: Ferdinando Lannoyo 
auctore), 19 x 14g. 

14 
Artois, after Jean Surhone (Atrebatum Regionis vera cle-

scriptio. Johanne Surhonio Montensi a'uctore), 191 x 15. 
And in the epitome, now pubIished in a second edition, in 

1583, under the French title Le Miroir du Monde, we have the 
addition of the same maps, similarly reduced in size, of which 
a specimen appears as Plate II (2). 

Then, in the editions of 1590 to 1595 of the Theatru7in, 
additional maps of the French Provinces appear 

Maine, after Matthew Oger (Cenomanorum Gallice regionis, 
typus. Auctore Mattho Ogerio), 10 x 14k. 

Brittany and Normandy, 1594 (Neustria. Britannice, et 
Hormandia2 Typus), 9ft x 14ft. 

Lorraine, by Ortelius himself, 1587 (Lotharingice nova de-
scriptio), I94- x 13  7 

Duchy of Burgundy, 1584 (Burgundice inferioris, quce 
Ducatus nornine censetur, des.), 1 4- x 14f. 

Provence, after Pierre Jean Bompare, 1594 (Provincice, 
Regionis Gallice, vera exactissimaq: descriptio. Petro Joanne 
Bompario auctore), 20 x 13. 

In 1585 Gerhard Kramer, or Mercator, who was born at 
Rupelmonde, in Flanders, on May 5th, 1512, and settled in 
1559 at Duisburg, upon his appointment as cosmographer to 
the Duke of Juliers and Cleves in that year, where he died 
in 1594 (December 2nd), published, in anticipation of his 
"Atlas," a collection of maps of Gaul (Gallice tabule geographicce) 
which included a map of France, and 11 folio-sized maps, 
of which all except that of the Boulonnais, are double-page, of 
provinces lying within the area of modern France. 
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• So much of the table of maps as relates to this series is 
transcribed below, and the titles and sizes of the four out of 
the 11 which were copied by Bouguereau for the Thédtre 
François being also set out later, need not be referred to in 
detail here. In all, in this section of Mercator's publica-
tion of 1585 (Gallia) there are 25 maps, covering the area 
of France, the Low Countries, and parts of Germany and 
Switzerland. A series of 26 maps of Germany follows, 
with a separate title: Germanice tabule /yeographicce. The 
whole volume in the British Museum collection, which be-
longed oi'iginally to Whitgift, Archbishop of Canterbury (1530 
or 1533-1604), is of one style, paper, printing, colouring and 
ornamentation*, the only date (1585) being that on the dedi-
cation to the Gallia, although there 'are several engraved 
sub-titles dispersed throughout the series of maps, followed 
in each case by a separate list of maps and a separate 'Index 
Löcorum. 

THEATRE FRANçOIS, 1594. 

With these, and some other scattered materials available 
as a basis, Maurice Bouguereau, master-printer and publisher, 
established at "La Petite Fontaine du Carroy de Beaulne,", 
in Tours, stirred by the patriotic idea of producing a collection 
of maps of the PrOvinces of France in the form of a National 
Atlas, began the engraving of 'the maps with that of a reduction 
of P6stel's map of France of 1570, to which the contract with 
the engraver set out below refers. 

At that time printing presses had been established at Tours 
for at least a century. Concerning Bouguereau himself, Un-

fortunately, no information of any value has survived'. 
Of the maps some are undated, those which bear dates are 

arranged in chronological order as follows 

1591. Comté de Blaisoys; Duch d'Anjou. 
1.592. Picardie; Calais; Vermandoys; Duch4 de Touraine. 

1 A facsimile of his 'signature is given by Dr Giraudet in Les Origines de 
l'Irnprinierie Tours, 1467-1550, Tours, 1881, SvO. 
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15'93. Dauphftié, Languedoc, Gascongne, Provence et Xain- 
tonge; Lorraine vers le Septentrion. 

1594 Comte" de Lymosin. 
Undated. France. Duch de Bourgongne; Lorraine vers le 

Midy; Duché de Berry, Lithaigne d'Auvergne,; 
Duche' de Poictou; Duché du Mayne; Duché de 
Bretaigne. 

This makes the series of maps of France and the Provinces 
number 16, the names being as given in the original list in the 
atlas, reprinted on pages 98 and 99, post. 

A second map of France, after that of Petrus Plancius, 
almost identical in scale and style with the earlier one copied 
from Postel's Gallia, with the date 1593, is found in a copy of 
the atlas in my possession'. This map has no text on the back, 
and it was, therefore, probably not in the original issue. In 
the copy of the atlas in the British Museum the first, and only 
map of France, is that after Plancius, and the descriptive text 
appears on the back. In that in the Bibliothèque nationale is 
inserted a third map of France, after Jean Jolivet, dated 1590 2. 

The' title of this map is Gallice Regni .Potentiss: Nova 
Descriptio Joanne Joliveto Auctore. The descriptive text 
found in my copy of the The'dtre on the back of the map after 
Postel, is printed on the back of Jolivet's map in the Bibliothèque 
nationale. Thus, it would seem that the Paris copy. of the 
T/ie'tre was originally made up with the substitution of Jolivet's 
(1590) map for Postel's, while the .  London copy was similarly 
made up with the substitution of the map of Plancius (1593) 
for, that of Posteh 

A fourth, and smaller map of France, is printed on the back 
of the engraved title-page, or is found attached to that page. 
It is not dated, nor does it bear Bouguereau's name. The title 
runs along the top, in a single line: Gallice Regni Fotentiss. 
Nova Descriptio. Without this title it measures 8 x 6k inches. 
I have found in the British Museum an original impression 
from the same plate, without' the above title, but with a wide, 

1 Referred to below as the Odsey copy. 
2 The date of publication of the original is 1560. It was allo copied in 

Orelius' Theatrurn of 1570, where it measures lot x 13k. 
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ornamental border running round the whole map containing 
portraits, figures and text, and, in an oval plaque, the following 
title and dedication: Gallia Amplissimo viro, Domino de 
Beauvoir, Regi Gallice et Navar. a consilijs ectr. apuci Serenis-
simam Anglice Reginam, legato D. D. Joclocus Hondius Fland. 
Anno 1591. - 

A medallion portrait of Henry IV, by Thomas de Leu, with 
full-length figures representing France and Navarre on either 
side—Mauricij Boguerealdj Turon. excud.—undated, is found in 
the Bibliothèque nationale copy of the atlas, filling the upper 
half of page 6. An impression from the same plate is attached 
to the same page in the Odsey copy. In the atlas in the 
British Museum a three-quarter length portrait in armour of 
the King is substituted for it. This-is dated 1593, and is, also, 
Thomas de Lea, jecit. Mauricius Bogueraldus excu. In this 
copy the small map of France is attached below the portrait. 

The work of Bouguereau, in its complete and original form, 
appears to have consisted of 86 pages, folio, the double-page 
maps, with a descriptive text on the back, including one double-
page map of France (after Postel), making 60 pages, with 
26 pages of printed matter, including the title-pages, preface, 
and a variety of dedications, addresses, sonnets, acrostics, etc., 
some of them on single leaves. The insertion of the two double-
paged maps of Jolivet (1590) and Plancius (1593) would make 
the whole up to eight pages more, without, however, any 
additional text. This computation is based on a collation 
of the Paris, London and Odsey copies. I have not yet had an 
opportunity of examining a fourth copy of the atlas preserved-
at Tours, but the particulars given by the Abbé Bossebceuf' 
show that it does not differ from the other three known copies. 
If any order of publication can be attributed to these four 
known examples, it would perhaps be: 

Odsey  (1) jTours ., with Postel s map of France (1590). 
London, with Jolivet's map of France (1590). 
Paris, with Plancius' map of France (1593). 

1 La Touraine et les travaux de géographie, par L'Abbd L.-A. Bossebceuf. 
Tours, 1894, 8vo. 
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This chronology is, to some extent, supported by the fact 
that the Odsey. impressions from the plates are in a very early 
state, both clear in the design, and dark in the surface of the 
plates themselves. 

I am not aware of the existence of any further copies than 
the four mentioned, and the atlas is, undoubtedly, very rare. 
Others may exist, of course, but the -inquiries I have made up 
to the present both in this country and on the continent have 
'been without results. - 

France is singularly bare of early geographical works- 
of atlases issued prior to the Revolution. Probably a large 
number of such works were destroyed in that period of anarchy. 
Another cause for their disappearance is, perhaps, the widely-
spread fashion in that country of making local and provincial' 
collections of maps and plans, which has led to the systematic 
breaking up by book-sellers of atlases and topographical publi--  
cations. But, in all countries maps are apt to be thrown away, 
as they are superseded by those newer and more reliable, and 
the difficulty experienced in France in making any collection 
at all complete of the earlier series of atlases is-not felt in that 
country alone. S 

My own' copy of the ThécUre François was purchased in 
London. A contemporaneous inscription inside the vellum 
cover sets out that it was originally bought at Orleans, on the 
7th July, 1600, wit'li the price, though the latter is not very 
clearly decipherable. The name of "Hen Savile" is added,. 
and it may be assumed that the volume belonged to Sir Henry 
Savile, the friend of Bodley, who was regarded as the most pro-
found 'Englishman in secular learning-in the Elizabethan period. 

The maps vary slightly in dimensions, between the extremes 
of 191  x 13, inches and 181  x  14 inches. The -copy of the atlas 
in the Bibliothèque nationale stands 16 inches in height, and 
the paper is 11-1  inches wide; the respective measurements of 
my copy are 151  x 10 inches, and of that in the British Museum 
15-,9-,x 101  inches. 

Its second and engraved title-page is reproduced in reduced 
facsimile as Plate I of this paper. The first title-page, which 
is printed from 'type, is fully transcribed below (pages 97, 98). 
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The following maps' can be traced back as more or les exact 
copies from those of the Theatrum Orbis Terrarum of Ortelius, 
editions 1.570 to 1595 :- 

• (The measurements in [] are those of the maps in 
Bouguereau's atlas.) 

Picardy. This is an exact copy, but slightly smaller, by 
Gabriel Tavernier, of the map in the Theatrum of 1579 and 	' 
1580. The original is dated 1579 [" Cum Imp. et Reg. privilegio 
decenn. 1579," in the extreme left-hand bottom 'corner]. It 
measures 201 x 12 [17 13.-x 11k, wi thout the band along the 
top]. A facsimile of the cartouche, and "a sufficient area of 
the bottom left-hand corner of this map, is shown as Plate III. - 
The monograph of Tavernier (G. T.) will be noticed towards the 
bottom of the ornamental margin of the cartouche. 

Calais and Vermandois. A copy of the double plate in, 
the editionof 1570. 'The map of Calais is dated 1558 in the 
right-hand bottom corner, after the word "Parisijs." .The 
measurements are x 13 1  [9 x 13]. Vermandois measures 
8 x 131  [81  x 13]'. 

Berry and Lower Auvergne. These maps are copied 
from the double map in the Theatruni of 1570 2. They measure 
respectively 121  x 12 and 6 x 121  {1 2 x 12, and 6 x 12]. 
That of Berry bears Tavernier's initials. ' 

Poictou. The original is in the Theatrum, editions of 
1579 and' 1580, and is dated 1579. It measures 191 x 141 
[19-a x 14 1 ]. 

Anjou is copied from the map in the editions of 1579 and 
1580, 'which is dated 1579. It is engraved by Tavernier. The 
original measures 18 9  T '6 x 14 [18 x 13k].  

Four of the remaining maps are directly traceable 'to 
Mercator. The originals appear in the collection of maps 
already referred to,-published prior to the famous "Atlas" (which 

This map also was first published by Plantin in 1558. 
2 The original of this map of Auvergne appeared for the first time in 1560, 

from the press of Guillaume Rouillé (1518-1589), a native of Tours, established 
from about 1545 at Lyons (Les Origines de l'Imprinierie it Tours, 1467-1550, 

• already cited),  
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latter was issued after the death of the author, in 1594) with 
the title: Gallia3 tabule geographicce Per Gerarcium Mercatoem 
Illustrissimi Ducis Julie Clivie Montis Etc Uosmograp/wm 
Duysburgi Ulivorum eclitce Cam yratia et privilegio. It has a 
dedication dated "Duysburgi mense Augusto, Anno 1585." 

The Index Tabularum Gallice contains the following twelve 
maps relating to the area of modern France: (a) Gallice 
universalis, (b) Britannia et Rormandia, (c) Aquitania, (d) 
Francia, Picarclia et Campania, (e) Bouloigne,. (f) Anjou, 
(g) Berry, (h) Poictou, (i) Lot haringi cc pars sept entionalis, 
(k) Lot haringice pars meridionalis, (1) Burgunclia Ducatus, 
(m) Burg  unclia Coniitatus. Four of them, of which the par-
ticulars follow, are reproduced by Bouguereau. 

Dauphiné, Languedoc, Gascony, Provence and Xain-
tonge. This is copied very exactly from Mercator's map of 
Aquitaine, entitled: Aquitania australis Regnü Arelatense cum 
confirtijs. The original measures 18 x 13 [17k x 13k]. 

Duchy of Burgundy. Also an exact copy, of the map 
entitled: Burgunclia Ducatus, which measures 18  x 13 
[17k x 12fl. 

Lorraine (Northern Part). A very close reproduction 
of the map of the same area of Mercator. The original 
bears the title: Lotharingia Ducatus. It measures 18 x 14 1  

[17f  x 134].. 
Lorraine (Southern Part). Like the above, copied in 

every detail. Mercator's plate is treated as a second sheet of 
the map of the Duchy of Lorraine, and has no separate title. 
This sheet has the dimensions -18-a x 14 [18 3_6  x 14]. 

Two maps of Bouguereau's series I have not at present 
been able to trace to their source, namely those of Maine and 
Brittany. 

The Duchy of Maine. This map may have been based 
on Ortelius' map in the Theatrum (editions of 1590 an'd 1595), 
but it is larger than the latter, and has more the appearance of 
an original delineation of the province of an early date. It is 
engraved by Tavernier, but no indications of the source from 
which it is derived are given in the marginal notes, which are 
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partly in Latin, and partly in contemporaneOus French. The 
title, in Latin, in large capitals,- runs in a band along the 
top: Nova et Integra Ccornaice Descriptio Vulgo, le Mans 
[171,_x 135_9]. 
• The Duchy of Brittany. It is possible, also, that this 
map may have been drawn after that of Brittany, Normandy, 
etc., dated 1594 in Ortelius' Theatrum of 1595, or from the 
same materials. - It has no-indications upon it as to. the author 
or engraver. The title runs in large open capitals, in a band 
along the top of the map: Description * Du * Pays * Ar-
morique * A * Pr—es * Bretaigne *. The whole text is in 
French, which points to a contemporaneous source, rather than 
to a derivation from Ortelius, Mercator, or other cartographers 
of the Dutch or Flemish school. [18-a x 16]0 

There remain three maps which are the production of local 
and French cartographers, and are, apparently, published for 
the first time by Bouguereau. They are all engraved by 
Tavernier, and the authors (Jean du Temps, a native of Blois, 
Jean du Fayen, 'a*, Limousin, and Isaac François of Tours) as 
well as Lezin Guyet (an Angevin) are referred to by Bouguereau 
in his address to the reader, as 'examples of local cartographers 
whose patriotic efforts to forward geographic study in their own 
provinces are worthy of imitation. 

These maps may be allowed a more particular description. 
Blaisois. This map measures 12A x 18, and has a double-

ruled border, with the degrees and minutes of latitude and 
longitude marked on it. Along the top, below the border, in 
large capitals:' "Description du .Pais Blaisois." In an orna-
mented, rectangular panel, below this title and rather to the 
left-hand side of the map, a long Latin description of the 
position, area, etc., of the district, and, in the right-haii& top 
corner, another similar panel, nearly square, the upper part 
filled with particulars of latitude and longitude, in French. 
In another panel, on the right-hand side of the map, near the 
bottom: "Joannes Temporarius faciebat Blesis Anno Messice 
nati 1592. Epoche Christiance 1590. Mundi 5610,".and, below 
it: "Ccesarodunj Turonum in 4Edibus Mauricij B  
Quite' in the left-hand bottom coiner: , "Avec Privilege du 
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Roy 1591," and aloiig' the bottom of the map 'a scale of 
leagues. Upon it, at the left-hand end, a panel containing: 
"La cincture de la terre est clivisee ert 360 degrez A chacun degre' 
nous donnons 25 lieues. Toute la cincture contient 9000 lieues." 
Above this panel, the monograph of Gabriel Tavernier "0. T.fe." 
The map itself is boldly engraved, showing the boundary of the 
Gomté, the rivers with bridges, the towns and villages, and 
forests and scattered trees. 

Touraine. The measurements are 17 11  x 141. The border 
is narrow, divided up by alternate shaded and blank spaces, 
which are, however, not numbered with the degrees and minutes 
of latitude and longitude. In the left-hand top corner, an 
escutcheon with arms (three fleurs de lis and three castles) 
within a border of wreaths. A little below, against the left-
hand border of the map, a list of places, in two columns, 
numbered 1 to 20. In the right-hand top corner, in an orna-
mented, rectangular panel, in the upper part particulars of 
the geographical situation' of the' Duchy in Latin, and, below: 
"AB YSAACO FRAJVCO Regio 4Edui neonon in ea pro vincia viarum 
magistro perlustrata ac descripta. Anno domini. 1592." In 
the left-hand bottom corner is a similar upright panel, with 
a coat-of-arms in the upper part of the ornamental border, and 
Tavernier's monograph at the 'foot. It contains a long dedi-
cation to th Mayor of' Tours, François Maille, and is signed: 
"A Tours, le 25. feburier. 1592. M. Bouguereau." In a small 
panel, near the bottom of the map, rather towards the right-
hand side: "Ucesaroduni Turonum Impensis Mauricij Boguere-
aicli Gum, Priviiegio Regis ad decennium 1592,';' and, to the 
right of this panel, a scale of leagues, with a pair of compasses 
and other instruments resting upon it. 

The map is in the same style, and has the same details as 
that of Blaisois. The city of Tours, and its bridges and sur-
roundings, are rather specially elaborated. 

Limousin. 19 x 13ff. In a narrow border of four plain-
ruled lines. In the left-hand top corner, the following title, 
in an upright-oval panel: "TOTIUS LEMOVICI ET Gonfinium 
provinciarum quantum ad clicecesin lemovincensen spectant. 
Novissiina et Fidissima Descriptio. Aut. Jo. Fayano H. L. 
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Gwsarodunj Turonunt, in Edibus Mauricij Boguerealclj. Anno 
1594. G. T. F." and, in the right-hand top corner, a "Plan de 
la Ville de Lyrnoges," showing in relief the walls, churches, 
houses, and other details, with letters referring to a list of the 
names of localities in a rectangular panel below, in the lower 
part of which is a short Latin address to the reader. Above 
the plan, on either side, is a small coat-of-arms. In the 
left-hand bottom corner is another rectangular panel, with a 
"Scala Miliariorum" along the top, and a laudatory paragraph 
in French, signed by Joachin Blanchon, and, in the right-hand 
bottom corner, two similar panels, the smaller, at the top, con-
taining an elaborate coat-of-arms, and the lower one a long 
Latin dedication to the Due de Vantadour by Fayen, dated 
"Lemovicce 40  Id. Febr. An. 1594 1." 

This map does not differ materially in character or details 
from the two described above, but some hills are shown. 

Although the maps thus brought together from various 
sources are reduced to a uniform size, the variation of scale 
which must have, naturally, ocèsioned enormous difficulties for 
the earlier cartographers, is remarkable. The following is the 
enumeration given by M. Ludovic Drapeyron: "Milles de 
France grands et communs (Gallice milliaria magna, corn-
munia); mules de Lorraine, petits, moyens .et grands (Lotha 
ringice milliare parvum, mediocre, mag?iuln); mules de Poitou 
communs et grands (milliaria pictonica, communia, magna); 
mules d'Aquitaine (Aquitanice milliaria); mules de 'Provence 
(Provincice milliaria); lieues de France (Leucce Gallice); lieues 
de Bretagne2." 

The historical study of the Theatre François of Bbuguereau, 

It appears that the design for this map was already completed as early as 
the spring of 1591. On April 1st of that year Bouguereau laid an illuminated 
and decorated copy before the municipality of the city of Tours, and stated his 
intention to publish it "taillée en cuivre par taille douce." He was assisted 
in his work by a present of thirty crowns from 'the municipal chest, and 
the incident remains to this 'day duly recorded in the archives of the city. 
La Touraineet les travaux We gdographie (Bossebeuf), already cited. 

2  Le premier atlas national de la France (1589-1594), par M. Ludovic 
Drapeyron. Bulletin de geoyraphie historique et descriptive. Annde 1890, No.1. 
Paris, 1890, 8vo. 
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and of the circumbances of its production, date from 1889 
only, in which •  year its existence was first made known to 
the modern geographical world by M. Drapeyron'—when it 
was, in fact, discovered. For some time the name of the 
Flemish engraver employed by Bouguereau, as mentioned in 
his preface, was a matter of discussion and doubt, and the 
small monogram of two initials which occurs in the cartouche 
of seven of the maps was much canvassed. In 1902, how -
ever, there was discovered amongst the notarial records of the 
period still preserved at Tours the actual contract between 
Bouguereau and Gabriel Tavernier, his engraver, for the work 
to be done on the first map of the famous atlas. 

This contract J venture to transcribe, not only as an inte-
resting record of the facts it sets forth, but also as an example 
of the system pursued for many centuries in France for the 
verification of contracts by their formal inscription on notarial 
rolls. 

It runs.: 
Le huictiesme jour de février l'an Mil Ve quatre vingts et dix, en la 

cour du roy nostre sire a Tours, fut present en sa personne estably et 
deIment soubzmis Gabriel Tavernier, graveur en cuivre, flamant, demt 

Paris rue Sainct Jehan de Latran, a l'enseigne de la Samaritaine, p arre 

St Benoist le bien tourné, - estant de present en ceste yule de Tours.—'-
Lequel a promis et promet pas ces présentes a honorable personne 
Maurice Bouguereau, marchant libraire, demeurant audict Tours p arre 

St Saturnin, present et acceptant, de luy tailler et pocher en une table 
de cuivre, qui luy sera baillée par led. Bouguereau, une carte de France 
de Postel, pareille a celle que led. Bouguereau luy a ce jourdhui montrée 
en une fueille de papier et icelle rendre faite et parfaite, de pareille forme 
et grandeur, au plutost que faire se pourra, a commancer- dedans huict 
ou dix jours prochainsvenants et continuer sans intervalle jusques ad ce 
que lad. besongne soit faite et ptrfaite et sans qu'il puissentreprandre 
autre besOngne pour y travailler que lad. carte ne soit faite.—Et pen-
dant le temps que led. Tavernier sera a faire lad. carte sera tenu led. 
Bouguereau le loger et luy fournir de lit et bois pour se chauffer bien et 
honnestement selon sa quaflité, moyennant et a raison de douze sols par 
sour qui luy seront déduits sur ce qui se treuvera luy estre deu pour la 
fasson de lad. carte; pour laquelle carte faire sera tenu led. Bouguereau 
luy payer la somme de vingt six escus sol, assavoir moitié lad. besogne 

Le premier atlas national de la France (1589-1594), already. cited. 
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my faite et le reste. lad. besongne faite et parfaite cothme desus est 
dit.—Et quant a tout ce que dessus obligent les d. parties l'une h l'autre, 
eulx et leurs hoirs et biens, et mesme led. Tavernier son corps a tenir 
prison, nonobstant, promettant, renonçant. Ce fut fait aud. Tours en 
l'estude dud. notaire après midi en presence de M artin Gentilz et Loys 
Rochebouet praticien aud. Tours tesmoings. (signed): Gabriel Tavernier, 
M. Bouguereau, Foiicher. 

Two and a half months later the completion of the contract 
was thus recorded: - 

Et le vingt troisième jour d'avril Mil Ve JJJJXX dix, en presence de 
moy, notaire royal Tours soussigné et des ci dessous scripts led. Gabriel 
Tavernier a confessé avoir reçeu dud. Morisse Bouguerèau la somme qui 
luy estoyt deue et 4ue se pouvait monter et revenir pour la besongne par 
lui faite pour led. Bouguereau öomme aussy led. Bouguereau a confesse 
lad. besongne bien et déument estre faite: dont et de tout le contenu 
d'iceluy accord ils se sont tenus pour comptant et se sont quittés et so 
quittent run l'autre 1 . 

This map, then, of France is a reduction from that of Postel, 
of which the unique example which has survived to our days 
hangs on the walls of the map-room of th Bibli.othèque nationale, 
in Paris. The latter measures about '26 1  inches x 20 inches, 
and bears a dedication to Charles IX, and the date 1570. 
Tavernier's copy reproduces the original very fairly both in 
style and details. As already noticed, his monogram is seen on 
the map of Picardy, and it occurs also, in slightly varied forms, 
on the maps of Berry, Limousin (1594), Anjou, Blaisois (1591), 
Touraine (1592), and Maine of Bougueréau's series. It may, 
probably, be. safely assumed that the whole of the maps con-
tained in the atlas were engraved by him. 

Who this Gabriel Tavernier was has not been exactly 
determined. The. Tavernier family came from Antwerp and 
was for several generations established at Paris, following the 
profession of engravers .and publishers of maps. According to 
the Nouvelle Biographie générale (tome 44, at pages 934-5), 
in its article on Melchior Tavernier the elder .  (1544-1641), the 
publisher of the Thé4tre GIograpMque described below, this 

' L'atlas de Bouguereau, par M. Ludovic Langlois. Bulletin trimestriel de 
- 	la societd arc hdologique de Touraine, t. xiii. Tours, 1902, 8vo. 
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latter is believed to have been. the second son of an CC  artiste 
huguenot riommé Gabriel, qui passa en France vers la fin du 
seizième siècle, et qui étab]it Paris Un commerce de cartes 
géographiques et une imprimerie en taille-douce." It is, of 
course, possible that an elder or other brother of Melchior was 
named Gabriel, and was the Flemish engraver who became 
stranded at Tours about 1.589 or 1590. In the second genera-
tion' from the original Gabriel four brothers are noted in the 
Nouvelle Biographie çjénérale, namely :—Melchior (1594-1665) 
engraver at Paris,' Jean-Baptiste (1605-1689), a traveller, 
Daniel, who also travelled and died at Batavia, and Gabriel, 
a jeweller. ,  They are supposed to have been sons of a Gabriel 
Tavernier, and nephews of .Melchior the elder;' If these indi-
cations are to be relied on, there seem to be two probable 
Gabriel Taverniers father and son, father and brother of the 
elder Melchior, to whom the engraving of the maps published 
by Bouguereau' at Tours between 1590 and 1594 'could be 
attributed. Coming from Antwerp, where it is said.'the elder 
Melchior had been a pupil of Ortelius, and thus familiar 
with the maps and geographical publications of that centre 
of cartographic research; driven from Paris by the anarchy 
which reigned in that capital, Tours was the natural refuge of 
the first, Gabriel,, and the contract of 1590 may well have been 
made with him. . . . . 

The first and printed title-page of the atlas 'sets out in 
detail the object aimed at,, and runs as follows: 

Le I Theatre Francois, ou sont comprises les 1, chartes generales et 
par-Iticulieres de la France. A chascune desquelles, avons adjousté 
1'Origine de la Province, et de ceux qui y 'ont I commandé, de leur 
Antiquité, et choses remarquables. , Comme aucunes d'icelles ont est 
annexées a la. Couronne de France. De l'Ancienne division des Gaules, 
Celticque, Aquita-nicque, Belgicque, et Narbonnoise. De celle de main-
tenant divisée par les Parlemens, des I Sieges, Bailliages et ressorts 
dependants tant en general qu'en particulier souz chascun des-Idiots 
Parlemês. .Des Duchez, Sieges, Bailliages, Seneschaussées, et autres Cours 
subalternes. 1 ,  De leurs'Evesques, des affaires qui se sont passées en chacune 
Province, joinct des choses rejmarquables de notre temps, et de leurs 
Limites et estendue. I Enrichy et aorné sur chacune Charte et Province 
d'excellents vers }{eroiques, tirez de plusieurs Geographes et Poëtes, 
tant anciens que modernes. I Au Roy. I A Tours. I Par Maurice Bouguereau,' 

C. A. S. Comm. VOL. XIII. ' 	 7 
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Imprimeur et Libraire demeu-jrant en la rue de la Seellërie, dëvaiit la 
rlinité. I M.D.XOIIII. I Avec Privilege du Roy. I. 

I:have transcribed also the address to the reader, and the - 
directions for the binder, which are printed on the back of the 
first leaf, of which the printed title forms the first page, as being 
explanatory, at first hand, of the undertaking. 

Advertissement aux benevoles Lecteurs. Messieurs, la bonne volonté 
qu'ay euë d'illustrer ma Patrie, lors que ceste ville de Tours estoit en ce 
temps de Troubles et Guerres Civiles le reffuge des gens de bien, s'adressa 
a moy ung Graveur Flamand, auquel apres avoir faict Graver en Cuyvre la 
Charte de France, je fus lors stimul, de continuer le Theatre François: et 
audict temps faict graver les aütres Chartes particulieres des Provinces 
que oyez en ce livre, dont en ay recou'vert, partie d'icelles non jamais 
veuës. Je vous prieray donc a l'exemple des subscrips, tant pour l'amour 
et decoration de vostre Patrie, et l'illustration de vostre nom. .Que si en 
vos provinces ou estes resseants, se trouvent hommes entendus en la Geo-
graphie, les stimuler et accourager de faire en pareil, que Maistre Jean du 
temps, Blaisoys. Maistre Jean du Fayen, Limosin. Maistre Isaac Fraçois, 
Touranjeau. Lezin Guyet, Angevin, et les autres. Ausquels ay faict pre, 
sent des exemplaires gravez et Imprimez pour en gratiffier leurs arnys ou 
les dedier comme us verront. Ce que se trouvant parmy vous, vous sup.-
plieray affectuesernent me les envoyer a Tours, pour les mettre au rang 
des autres Chartes, ensemble quelques memoires dign9s de louange et 
remarque de la Province. Ce qu6 faisant je feray mon devoir. A Tours 

• le quinziesme Octobre, mil cinq cens nonante quatre 1  A Dieu. Vostre 
Serviteur et amy desireux d'Illustrations, Maurice Bouguereau. 

Advertissemt au rellieur pour le rang des Chartes. (i) La France, 
(ii) La Picardie,'

. (iii) Calais, (iv) Le Vermandoys, (v) Le Dauphine 
Languedoc, Avec la Gascongne Provence et Xaintonge, (vi) La Duché de 
Bourgongne, (vii) La Lorraine vers le Septentrion, (viii) La Lorraine vers 
le Midy, (ix) La Duch-6 de Berry, Avec la Limaigne d'Auvergne, (x) La 
Comté de Lymosin, (xi) La Duché de Poictou, (xii) Le Comte' de Blaisoys, 
(xiii) La Duché de Touraine, (xiv) Le Duché du Mayne, (xv) La Duché 
d'Anjou, (xvi) La Duché de Bretaigne., 

1 Bouguereau himself made a formal presentation of a copy to. the city, 
and, by a resolution of the municipal council of the 12th July, 1595, a gift of 
12 crowns was made to him and recorded in the following terms -.-1 .1 en recon-
naissance du grand labeur employé par lui, et afin de liii donner rnoyen de 
supporter la despense qui lui a convenu faire pour rendre l'impression et 
execution dudit livre a la perfection, il lui sera fait don de douze écus, et son 
llvre sera mis au trésor des chartes de la yule.": (Bossebceuf, already cited.) 
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Finally, I add, by wa of note, a bibliography'-of the principal 
modern cohtributions to the study of Bouguereau's work, and of 
its surrounding historical associa t ons 1. 

It will be remarked, in comparing the birth of local geo-
graphical study in France and England, that while in the latfer 
country Christopher Saxton laid a scientific foundation for' the 
delineation of the surface of the country by an actual, though 
necessarily imprfect, survey of the whole area, upon which 
survey and the 34 maps drawn by him provtncial maps of 
England and Wales were, with some help from the surveys 
of Norden in a few districts, based for a very considerable 
period, in France no such effort was made. The-state of that" 
country, during the long period of internal war and political 
and religious strife which coincided in point of time with carto-
graphic progress elsewhere, is a sufficient explanation of the 
impossibility of carrying a geographical survey through the 
various provinces, or of compiling maps on 'any'systematic basis 
for the whole kingdom. 

To this very state of things, specially affecting the metro- 
polis at the time of Bouguereau's publication, is it due that 
the first National Atlas' of France—as it has been somewhat 
grandiloquently denominated—appeared at Tours, a city which 
was then the refuge, not only of the Court, but also of all that 
Paris could afford of taste and art, and of the skilled professions. 

To it Bouguereau refers in' his address to the reader' cited 
above, and the subject is kept in mind in the addresses, verses, 
1 1890. Drapeyron, Ludovic. Le premier atlas national de la 'France (1589-

1594). Bulletin de géographie historique et descriptive,. année 1890. 
Paris, 1890, 8vo.  

1890: Drapeyron, Ludovic. L'évolution de notre premier atlas national sous 
Louis XIII. Bulletin de géographie historique et descriptive, année 
1890. Paris, 1890, 8vo. 

1894. Bossebceuf, L'Abbé L.-A. La Touraine et les traraux de geographic. 
Tours, 1894, 8vo. 

1894. Drapeyron, Ludovic. Notre premier atlas national et la MénippSe de 
Tours sous Henri IV. Paris, 1894, 8vo. 

1902. Langlois, Ludovic. L'atlas de Bouguereau. Bulletin trimestriel de la 
société archSologique de Touraine, tome xiii. Tours, 1902, 8vo. 

1902. Beaumont, Le Comte Charles de.. La carte du duché de Touraine en 
1592. ,Bulletin trimestriel de la société archéologique de Touraine, 
tome xiii. Tours, 1902, 8vo. 

7-2 
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And prayers which are intercalated throughout the volume, 
and present in themseive much that is of historical interest. 

So much having been said 'on the subject of the famou 
atlas of Bouguereau, dealing with it 'as the foundatioh of the 
Cartography, of. the Provinces of 'France, it remains to sketch 
out the progress of that sCience during the period ending with 
the publication about a 'century 'and a half later (in 1757)'.of 
the great atlas of Robert de Vangondy. This long 'period I 
can only deal with here' by taking as illustrative the work of a 
few of the more prominent representative geographers by whom 
it' was' adorned. . The selection I propose to make is' of the 
works of:- 

1594. Maurice Bouguereau—now already dealt 
• ' 	, 	with. 	, 

1620. Jean Le Clerc.  
1634.' Melchior Tavernier. 

(iv') '1658. Nicolas Sanson. 
(v) 1757. Robert de Vaugondy.' 

To be in any way complete the lives of the geographers 
Pierre Duval (1618-1683), nephew and pupil of Sansoii, Claude 
de Lisle (1644-1720) and his son Guillaume (1675-1726), 
Charles' Hubert Jaillot (1681-1717), J. B. B. d'Anville (1697-
1782), Philippe Buache (1700 71773), as well as those of the 
two younger sons of Nicolas Sanson (Guillaume and Adrien) 
and of others besides, and 'their voluminous works would re-
quire study. Such a study of the ,whole French school of' 
cartography so famous during a period 'extending over at least 
a century, is quite beyond my present limits, and I must repeat 
here, what has been already hinted at, namely that the present 
paper has no pretentions to being exhaustive, and aims rather' 
at laying .the Ioundation of interest ,.aid ' study, than the en-
deavour to complete the study itself. 
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THEATRE GEOGRAPHIQUE DTJ ROYAUME: DE FRANCE. 
1620 [1617]. 

Jean Le Olerc took up Bouguereau's work pretty much 
where he left it, making use of the latter's plates unaltered and 
adding others of his own., 
• His atlas, under the above .title, was issued in the same 
folio size as that of Bouguereau, measuring, in ,a copy in the 
University Library, about 16 inches in height by 11 in width. 

Very little is known positively of his life, though his death. 
can be approximately fixed in 1621 or 1622 by the fact that 
the edition of his atlas of 1621 bears his own name, while that 
of the following year was published by his widow, but M. 
Drapeyron, in his paper on the Evolution de notre premier 
Atlas National sous Louis XIII, already referred to, and to 
which I am indebted 'for much of the information contained in 
the following pages touching the life and work of Le Olerc, has 
constructed, from such slight materials as exist, something in 
the nature of a biographical outline. From the statement in 
the address cited below, it appears that he had fled from Paris 
to Tours at the commencement of the reign of Henry IV. He 
may, probably, have been associated with Bouguereau in the 
publication of his atlas, and in this way have become possessed 
of the plates from which his maps were engraved, of nearly all 
of which Le Clerc subsequently made use. The address to the 
King (Louis XIII), appended by his son, and successor,—also 
Jean Le Clerc—to an edition of the ThIdtre Géoçjrctphique (the 
last under the original title) published by him in' 1631, Ond' set 
out in extenso in M. Drapeyion's work,' suggests the conjecture 
that Le Clerc's atlas first appeared in 1617. This is supported 
by the fact that three of the maps it contains, bearing Le Clerc's' 
name as printer, are dated in this year, 'or earlier (Champagne,'  
1616; le Pays Messin,' 1617; Dombe, 1617). The general map 
of the world (Oar'te. universelle), which is the' frontispiece map of' 
the atlas, is a copy of a map by Mercator, engraved by Jodocus 
Hondius, bears Le Olerc's name as that of the printer, and is. 
dated as early as 1602. ' 
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Ignoring altogether Bouguereau, the address goes on to& 
put forward the elder Le Clerc as the promoter and author of 
the original Thédtre François, claiming even for him the 14 
or 15 (sic) plates engraved at Tours. Though this claim is 
•fraudulent, the. further statements that, since the 2nd March, 
1594, the date of the capitulation of Paris. to Henry IV., 
the atlas had been made up to 35. maps, three of. them 
being' maps of the Isle de France, and connected with the 
struggle between Henry of Navarre and the forces of . the 
Lea'' eague for the possession of Paris, and that, after the dOath 
of his father, he himself, the younger Le Clerc, had had. 15 
more maps engraved, accord with the facts of publication of the 
various later editions of the Thédtre Géographique. The address 
çf. 1631 .goes on to speak of a total of 53 plates finished 
at'.that date, but the, list of maps. printed with the edition of 
the atlas of that year gives 50 maps only, which agrees with 
the total of the maps of the two Le Clercs previously referred 
to. Taking credit for ihe whole .f this work, as well' as for the 

scritive matter annexed to each map, .the younger Le Clerc 
presents his atlas as the Thddtre. François tO Louis XIII with 
much ceremonious phraseology. . . 

Of the work of the Le Clercs, five editions are known, 1620 
(39 naps), 1621 (40' maps), 1622, 1626 (50 maps), and 1631 
(50 maps). . A further edition, published by Jean Boisseau, in 
1642, under the title Thé&re des 'Gaules, contained five ad-
ditional maps of recent acquisitions of the French Crown, as 
well as maps of foreign countries, 75 naps, in all being cata-
logued in the table of contents. ' 

Jean Le Clerc was established from the year 1585. in Paris, 
in the rue Frementel, at the sign of the "Estoile d'Or," as an 
engraver, and also s a bookseller and publisher. Works of 
earlier date bearing his name are 'kn9wn, and it is said that he 
had been a pupil of the celebrated painter and engraver Jean 
Cousin (1500-1589). In 1585 he.published an Abrégé de 
l'histoire fr which a corrected and enlarged edition 
was issued at Rouen, by Jean Petit, ",avec ce. qui 'est passé 
jusqu'en.f6vrier 1612." It is suggested by M. Drapeyroti that 
this is-the work referred to by Bouguei:eau in his address to. 
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• the King which formed the preface to the The'dtre François of 
1594, but which does not appear to have been ever issued 
by him., 

Except for the statement that Le Clere left Paris for Tours 
(no doubt, after the day of the Barricades, May, 1588), we 
know nothing positive as to his residence or movements until 
we find him back in Paris in 1617. It is supposed that in the 
meantime he had been at Rome, but the evidence upon which 
this suggestion rests is but slight. 

Wherever he had been in the meantime, Le Clerc issued in 
Paris, from the rue Saint Jean dé Latran, at the sign of the 
"Salamandre Royale," a further edition of the Abrégé, corrected 
up to the year 1617. From this same address the editions of 
the ThécUre Ge'ograpMque of 1620 and 1621, as well as that of 
1622, published by his widow, appeared. Previously, Le Clerc 
had issued (probably in Paris), ornamented with elaborate 
addresses to the King, and to the reader, the great map of 
France of François de la Guillotiére, engraved on wood, in nine 
sheets, presented to Louis XIII in 1612 or 1613, and of which 
the preparation extended over sixteen years (1596-1612). 

As the 1617 edition of the Theatre Géographique is unknown, 
the two remaining issues by Le Clerc in his life-time (1620 and 
1621), both of which have printed lists of the maps they con-
tain, must be taken as the basis of study of this work. 

The following is the full title common to these two editions: 
"Theatre I Geographique I du Royaume de France. 1 ,  Contenant 
les Cartes et Descriptions particu- I lieres des Provinces d'iceluy. 
Oeuvrë nouvellement mis en lumiere: I Avec une Table, oii' 
sont les notris de toutes les Cartes I de chacune .dësdites Pro-
vinces. A Paris, I Chez Jean -le Clerc, rue Sainct Jean de 
Latran, t la Sallemandre Royale. M.DC.XX. I [andM.DC. . XXL1 
Avec Privilege du Roi." I 

Including the Carte Uniuerselle, of which the title runs: 
"Orbis Terrce 1Tovissima  Descriptio. Auctore' Gerardo Merca-
tore nuperimè verb juxta recentiores Gosmographos aucta et 
reognitct. I. Hondius sOulp. I. le Clerc ecccu. 1602," and the 
Carte générale de la France, which is a reprint of Plancius' map 
as reproduced by Bouguereau under the date 1593, the atlas of 
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1620 contains 38 plates .(39 maps); according to the table,. 
which agrees with the enumeration in the preface of the 
younger Le Clerc of 1631 already quoted, that is to say if the 
three maps of the Isle de Paris are intended by him to be 
additional to his total of 35 maps. The complete, list is as 
follows :—(i). Carte Universelle; (ii) Carte generale de la France, 
(iii) L'Isle de France; avec le Siee, (iv) L'Isle de France, 
(v) Gouvernement' de l'Isle de France, (vi) Valois, (vii) Beau 
vaisis, (viii) Picardie, (ix) Calais; et (x) Vermandois, (xi) Le 
Pays de Caux, (xii), Bretagne, (xiii) Anjou; (xiv) Le Maine, 
(Nv) Touraine, (xvi) Blaisois; (xvii) La Beausse, (xviii) Gastinois, 
(xix) La Brie, (xx) Champagne, (xxi) Lorraine vers le Spten 
trion, (xxii) Lorraine vers le Midy, (xxiii) Le Pays Messiri, 
(xxiv), Luxembourg; (xxv) Poictou, (xxvi) Saintonge, (xxvii) 
Limosin, (xxviii) Bordelois, (xxix) Quercy, (xxx) Berry, et 
(xxxi) la Limagne d'Auvergne, (xxxii) Bourbonnois, (xxxiii) 
Duche' de Bourgongne, (xxxiv) Lionnois Forest, et Masconnois, 
(xxxv),  Dombe, (xxxvi) La Bresse, (xxxvii) Le Pays de Genevois, 
(xxxviii) Daulphiné, et Languedoc, (xkxix) Provence. 

Of these, numbers 2, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 21, 22, 25, 
27 1  30, 31, 33, and 37, or 16 maps (15 plates), are from 
Bougueréau's plates, unaltered. BOuguereau's map of Blaisois 
is not' reprinted, but is. replaced by one of the same district 
engraved by H. Picart. Otherwise the whole of the former's 
plates, except those of the maps of France after Hondius, 
Postel and Jolivet, appear in this edition of Le Clerc's atlas. 

Three maps are found bound up in this atlas (Paris copy), 
which are not referred, to in the table, namely :—Normandie 
(1620), Retelois (no -  date), Loudunois (1620). They all bear 
Le Clerc's name,'and are 'found enumerated in' the printed list 
in the issue of the atlas of the following year. In that issue, in 
addition, there are three new maps, all' by Le Clerc :—Pays 
d'Aulnis et Rochelois (1621), La Franche Comte' (no date), and 
Le Corntat d'Avigrion (no date); so that this atlas consists of a 
'total of 45 maps.  

The 'atlas• in the Bmbliot/ièque nationale dated 1622, with 
a title-page very slightly altered in the arrangement of the 
lines from those of the previous editions, issued "A Paris, 
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Chéz la veufve Jean Le* Clerc, rue sainct Jean de I Latran,'à la 
Sallemandre Royalle. I M.DC.XXII."  J turns out, upon examina-
tion, to be a ramassis of contemporaneous maps- by various 
engravers, in' which those of Bouguereau and Le Olerc have 
been in many cases replaced by maps of other authors. It has 
no printed table, and must be altogether discarded in the 
study of Le Clerc's work. Its only value, apart' from the 
interest of the individual maps it contains, is that it serves to 
fix pretty closely the date of his death. The next edition of 
the atlas, that of 1626, as well as that of 1631,'both published 
by the widow, are supplied with printed tables of contents. 
They each have 50 maps.. The, additions in the earlier copy, 
as compared with the list of 1621, are the five following maps:- 
Boulenois, Pdrche, Perigord, Daujhiné, and the Pays de Sarlat. 
I havd nOt had an"opportunity of collating this atlas, or that 
6f'1631, with' the earlier. editions. The final form in which 
Le , Clerc's collection appeared, the atlas published' by 'Jean 
Boisseau, with the new title: Theatre des Gaules,. has a list 
containing the titles of 75 maps, and the copy in the Biblio-
thèque 'nçttionale contains actually 82. The widow was still 
alive in 1632, in which year she published a new edition of the 
great map of La Guillotière. 

For a critical examination of the cartographic value of the' 
contributions of the Le Clercs, father and son, to the delineation 
of the French Provinces the atlases themselves must be referred 
to. M. Drapeyron, in his Evolution de notre premier Atlas 
National sous Louis XIII,'already frequently cited, gives many 
interesting particulars, and may be consulted on the wholO 
subject. Several of the maps are also particularly described in 
a Bibliographie des Cartes et des documents cartographiqueé, by 
M. Edgar Mareuse l. They have the style and details usual in 
maps of the period. Damien de Templeux, Sieur de 'Frétoy, 
was the draughtsman of , at least seven of Le Clerc's maps, 
the larger number are engraved by Hugues Picart' (nine) and 
François de la bye, two only by Salomon Rogers. Drápeyion 
'gives as the Cartographes dont les ceuvres sont insérées dans 

1  Conference des societes savantes, littéraires et artistiques de Seine-et-Oise, 
tenue Versailles, June, 1902. Paris, 1902, 8vo.  
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les. Atlas de Le Clere et de Boisseau" the following :—Bachot, 
de Beins, Bompart, Chastillon, de Chièse, Ciassun, Clerville, 
Damien de Tempieux, Fabert, de la bye,. d'Humerolles, 
Jubrien, La Guillotière,. Le Clerc, Mai'eschal, Pierre Loisel, 
Hüguès .Picart, Picquet,' Rogers, 'Tarde, Trincant, and adds-
"Parnii eux, les uns sont des topographs, les utres des des 
sinateurs, les aulires des graveurs, les autres des diteurs. Lour 
participation plus • u moms grande aux travaux signalés est 
marquee par ces expressions diverses: fecit, delineavit, $culpsit, 
incidet, excudit." 

THEATRE GEOGRAPHIQIJE 'PU ROYAUME DE FRANCE, 1634. 

• Meichior.  Tavernier, of whom mention has been already 
made, borrowed Le Clerc's title for a similar undertaking, of 
which the earliest copy appears to be one in the British 
Museum. It has the following title: "Theatre I Geographique I 
du Royaume de France.] I Conenant les Cartes particulieres. 
des Pro I viDees d'iceluy. Avec les Circonvoisines, I et celies des 
Frontieres. I A Paris, Chez Melchior Tavernier, Graveur 'et 
Imprimeur du I Roy pour les Tailles douces, demeurant dans 
l'Isle du Palais sur le Quay qui regarde le Megisserie, au coin 
de la rue de Harlay, la Rose rouge. ' M  I There 
are, in fact, two atlases of Tavernier's maps with this title in 
the Museum Library; they contain 80 and 95 -maps respectively, 
many of' them being common to 'the two' volumes. In the 
Bibliothèque nationale is a very miscellaneous volume, without 
a title, containing 104 maps, many of them Tavernier's, but 
this Library does not appear to possess any better exposition of 
his work. . . . 

Although -his work in the engraving and publication of 
maps was, undoubtedly very considerable, as an engraver he 
cannot be said to have had much artistic merit, and as a 
publisher of maps very little originality can be claimed for him 
I am not concerned here with the general productivity of 
Taérnier in 'the matter of majs. It may be assumed that he 
assisted in laying a good. foundation, by the collection and 
ie engraving of maps of various cartographers and engravers- 
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priiicipally, followixig Le Clerc, wIth' additions from ihe Dutch 
and Flemish schools—for the work of Niáolas Sans6n, who 
succeeded him; particularly as - regards the maps of the. Provinces 
of France, 10 which subject it appears from his title-pages that 
he mainly devoted himself. It is possible, without undue 
labour, by a collation of the two atlases iii the British- :Museum, 
and of that in the Bbliothèque nat'ionale, and. the examination 
of the maps in one or two other collection, to form a list which 
is probably nearly, if not quite, complete. A printed. list of 
contents is inserted in on of the British Museum atlases 
containing 74 . titles, of which. 51. are'of France and her 
Provinces. This list is'Pretty certainly of 163& Iii the 
collection itself, with which it is associated, some of the maps 
catalogued are missing, while others not in the printed list are 
found in the volume, the whole number (80) beiiig set. out in .a  
manuscript list, which appears to have been drawn up by an 
English writer towards the end of .the 18th century, and is 
written on the back of the printed table. Another printed, list 
is in my c011ection, purChasd a year or two ago, at 'Auxérre; 
with a .dozen or so of Tavernier's maps, in a dilapidated con 
dition, bearing dates from 1627 to as late as 1646. It, will be 
remembered that Melchior Tavernier, the elder, died in .1641, 
and, thus, the .atlas to which my "Table des Cartes contenues 
en ce Livre" belongs may, probably, have been published from 
his collection of plates five years 'after his death.. This list 
contains 60 titles. Of these 36 are of France . and the 
French provinces, to which four more, classified under the sub-
heading "Frontires de France," namely: ,  Artois.et Boulonnois, 
Loraine, Franche-Comte, and Navarre, may be added making 
40 in alL Three or four of. these are more in the. nature of 
the "war.. maps," of particular districts, to which I refer later, 
than of Provinces or other administrative districts. It results 
from these collation that Melchior .Tavernier printed at least 
62 maps relating to France, and the list may be made up 
as follows :—(i)France inoderne,.. (ii) Gouvernement 'de .1'Isle do 
France, (iii). -. L'Isle . de France, (iv.) Vallois, (v). Picardie, 
(vi) Beauvoisis, (vii) Vermandois, (viii) Bologne et Guines; 
(ix) Pays de Caux, (x) N.ormandie,(x.i) Bretagne, (xii) Bretagne 
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Wsecond map), (xiii) Anjou, (xiv) Maine, (xv) Touraine, 
(ivi) Perche, (xvii) Blaisois, (xviii) Orleanois, (xix) Beausse, 
(xx) Gastinois et Senonois, (xxi) Brie, (xxii) Champagne ;  
(xxiii) Pays et Diocese de Rheims (4 sheets), (xxiv) Retelois, 
(xxv) •Lorraine vers le Septentrion, (xxvi) Lorraine vers le 
Midy, (xxvii) Messin, (xxviii) 'Poictou, (xxix) Xaintonge, 
(xxx) Loudunois, (xxxi) Pays d'Aunis; yule et Gouvernement 
de la Rochelle, (xxxii) Costes de Poictou, Aunis, La Rochelle, 
et Fort Louys, L'Isle de R et ses Forts, (xxxiii) Costes de la 
Rochelle, Brotiage, et de l'Isle d'Oleron, (xxxiv) Bourdelois, 
(xxxv) Guyenne, (xxxvi) Beam, (xxxvii) Limosin, (xxxviii) Berry, 
(xxxix) Bourbonnois, (xl) Nivernois, (xli) Lionnois, Forest, 
et Beaujolois, (xlii) Bresse, (xliii) Duché de Bourgongne, 
(xliv) Franch'e-Comté,' (xlv) Languedoc Septéntrional, (xlvi) Lan-
guedoc Meridional, (xlvii) Diocese de Sarlat, (xlviii) Quercy, 
(xlix) Provence, (1) Comtat d'Avignon, et Orange, (ii) Dauphine', 
(hi) Isle S. Honorat et Sainte Marguerite, (liii) Languedoc, 
(liv) Navarre, JIV) Artois et. Boulonnois, (Ivi) Perigort, 
(lvii) Póictou, Angoumois, et pays d'Aunis, (1viii) Auvergne, 
(lix) Vicomte' de Turene, (lx) Diocese d'Alby, (lxi) Sedan et 

• 	Raucourt, (Ixii) Dombes. 
The collation of the maps in the various volumes containing 

• some at least engraved by Tavernier is, however, exceedingly 
difficult, as the maps attributed to him and those associated 
with them are very largely froth foreign sources, bearing fre-
qciently the names of the Hondiuses, Janssons, Blaeus, and 
others 'of the same' period. As regards the total number of 
maps which Tavernier copied, arid, so far, assithilated 'a a part 
of his cartographic publication I do nOt like even to make a 
'guess—it may run to as much as a couple of hundred.. Indeed 
nearly a hundred such, titles 'of maps connected with France 
itself can be collected—but it is, of course, doubtful whether 
anything like this 'number came from Tavernier's press. He 
does not seem to have published any general atlas of the world, 
although his atlases of Frande.1 and the surrounding and frontier 
countries are prefaced by maps of the world atid of the several 
continents. 	 :, , 	 • 	 • - 

The volumes in. the British Museum stand, as now bound,, 
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and, no doubt, somewhat cut dowh from their original 'dimen-
sions, 16 3  and 15 iiiches in height and 12 and 11 inches wide 
respectively. The maps they contain, being:copièd from a great• 
variety of original materials, vary much in size. Many of them 
are taken from maps of Jodocus and Henricus Horidius, 
Joannes Janssonius, Guillaume Blaeu, and, others of the same 
school, and a good number are from. Le Clerc (including his 
incorporation- of those of Bouguereau). 

If Tavernier had any distinctive style of his own, it must be 
sought for in the maps he seems actually to have engraved in 
connection with the military movements during the reign of 
Louis XIII, maps coarsely drawn, but clear, and without super-
fluous ornament. These maps of the "seat of war" deal with 
the famous',siege of La Rochelle, with the campaign of a few 
years later. in Italy, with the war in the Grisons, over the 
question of the possession of the lTalteline, and 

I 
with some 

naval operations for the conquest from the Spaniards of Islands 
on the Mediterranean Coasts. The earliest of this series of 
maps were engraved in 1625. They present a certain interest 
is probably the first systematic work of this kind, especially if 
they are studied with the military and political memoirs of the 
period, as, for instance the Memoires du Mareschal de Bassom-
pierre (1579-1646), who played a leading part in the wars of 
the period'. 

' The titles and dates of what I class as military maps are, as far as they 
have been traced, as follows: -  

1625. Carte et Description Generale de la Valtoline. 
1625. Charte de la Suisse, de la Retie, ou des Grisons, de la Válteline, du 

Valay, et autres Seigneuries Voisines Exactement dressees sur les Lieux 
par Gaspar Baudouin' Ingenieur Militaire et Capitaine de l'artillerie du 
Roy 'd'Espagne en l'Estat de Millan. " 

1627. Carte du Pais d'Aunis, Ville et touvernement dé la Rochelle. 
1627. Carte Particuliere des Costes de Poittou Aunis, et de la Rochelle et du 

fort St Louys comme aussy de l'Isle de Re avec ses forts.' 
[With an in-set 'plan of "the Fort dc- la Tree, and the 'Fort de 

St Martin.] 	 - 
1627. Carte de la Coste de la Rochelle 'a Brouaige et de 'l'Isle .d'Oleron. 

Observee par le Srde Chattiflon ingenieur du Roy. [With an in-set 
map in the left-hand bottom corner showing the south of England, the 
Channel, and the coasts of Normandy, 'Brittany and Poictou, with .the 
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It. will be seen that Thvernier's cartograthic actiity 
e*ends from at' least as early 'as 125 till his death, at an 
advanced age, in'. 1641.' He thus fills the period between Jean 
Le Clerc (who' died in 1621 or 162), and Snson, whose 
gretest activity in map production culminated in the early 
fifties of the century: - 

CARTES GNERAL-ES DE TOUTES LES PARTIES DU MONDE. 
- 	1658 [1654]. 

The most celebrated of French geographers, Nicolas Sanson, 
Was* born at Abbeville on December 20th in 1600, and died in 
Paris on the 7th July, 1667. He came of ai old Picardy7 .

family of Scottish descent His fist publication is said to 
have been a- map of ancient Gaul in six sheets, which he had 
Completed when he was only 18 years old, but which was not 
printd until 1629. According to Robert de Vaugondy (Pre-
face /iistorique) he was obliged to establish himself at Paris iii 
consequence of difficulties with his engraver Melchior Tavernier. 
His three sons Niçolas, Guillaume and Adrien assisted him, 
and the two latter succeeded him in his geographical work, the - 
eldest, 

 
Nicolas 	I?een  killed in the day of the Barricade, 

in Paris, in 1648. Guillaume Sanson died in 1703 and Adrien 
in 1708. It was to these latter that Jaillot owed the materials 
for his great atlas of 1692. Sanson's grandson, Pierre Moulard 
Sanson, followed the same profession as his grandfather and 

title :—Pour plus facille explication de ceste Carte nous aurons issy 
representé une Partie des Costes de France et d'Angleterre.] 

1630. Carte Generalle de la Savoye du Piemont duché de Monferrat Marquisat 
de Salusses et Pais Circonvoisins avec la Representation au vray des 
Vallees de Suze Pragellas ét autres. 

Similar maps undated, and some of them without titles, may be associated 
with the above:—  

Description du. Cap de la Croix Isles Stle Marguerite et St  Honorht. 
Goiphe de Grimaut. 	 -. 
Carte Particuliêredes Costes dc -Provence. 	. 	.. :. 	. 
A map with&it title showing: the coast. adjoining. Marseille, inland as: far as 

Aix, and inciuding:the Mer de Berre. 
Another, showing the coast-line from. Nice to Grimaut. 
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unbles, and it is to a succession from him (whOdied in 1730) 
that Robert , deVaug'ondy the elder Owed, in part; the materials. 
upon which he and his son in theii tutu based the Atlas 
Unversel of 1757. The remainder Of the stock of plates and 
other geographic materials' of the Sansons .had passed into the 
hands -of one of the Mariette family; from whom it was pur-
chased by Vaugondy. . .. . . 
• Sanson published more than 300 maps. The earliest 

collection with a printed title with which. I. am acquainted, 
is one dated. 1658 in the British Nuseum. This title runs 
as follows:-"  Cartes I Generale [de Toutes les Parties 1 'Du 
Monde, J ou les Empires, Monarchies, I Republiques, Estats, 
Peuples, etc, I de l'Asie, de l'Africque, de 1'Europe, .et de 
l'Americque, I taut Anciens que Nouveaux,' sont exactenient 
rernarqués, et distingus suivant lour estenduë. I Par le Sieur 
Sanson d'Abbeville, Geographe 1, ordinaire du Roy. I A Paris, 
Chez l'Autheur, I Dans le. Cloistre de Sainct Germain' l'Aux-
errois, prs et joignant 1, la grazide Porte du Cloistre. I et Chez 
Pierre Maritte, rue Sainct Jacques, a l'Esperance I M.DC.LVIIT. 
Avec Privilege du Roy pour vingt ans." 

Another atlas with the same title is in the British Museum.,  
dated 1667, and, being published after the death of Sanson by 
his two surviving sons, is "Par les Sieuis Sanson  d'Abeville, 
Geographes I ordinaires du Roy." I . .. 

Neither ,  atlas has a - printed list of its contents. The first 
of these atlases contains, 82 maps, enumerated in a manuscript 
list, the second: 102 I have in, my collection an atlas of 
Sanson's maps without title', and with .a manuscript table of 
contents only, which -appears to be in its original state and 
vellum binding, and to have been published earlier than either 
of the two atlases mentioned above, no map being dated, later 
than 1654 (ten being so dated), and the two frontispiece maps 
of the two henisphres bearing the'dates 1651 and 1652, 
respectively, as in the later editions. , 

From these inlications we may place the first collection, by 
Sanson in atlas form at 1654. My copy contains 100 plates, 
with 101 maps, the plate number 26 in the series including two 
distinct maps (Perche and Blesois). It is in i large folio form, 
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measuring lfl inches in height x 12 inches inidh. It.conthins 
31 maps of France and the French provincEs; following the 
manuscript list-which is in a contemporaneous hand :—(i) France, 
(ii) Rivieres de France, (iii) Posts de France, (iv) Province de 
l'église Gallicane, (v) Provinces des Parlemens, (vi) Picardie, 
(vii) Normandie, (viii) Diocese d'Evreux, (ix) L'Isle de France, 
(x) Diocese de Paris, (xi) Champagne et Brie, (xii) Diocese de 
Reims, (xiii) Bretagne, (xiv) Orleannois, (xv) Diocese du Mans, 
(xvi) Perche et (xvii) Blesois, (xviii) Beauce, (xix) Diocese 
d'Orleans, (x'x)-  Niverriois, (xxi) Bourgogne, (xxii) Liorinois, 
(x'xiii) Bourbonnois, (xxiv) Guyenne et Gascogne, (xxv.) Perigort, 
(xxvi) Diocese d'Ayre en Gasogne, (xxvii) Languedoc, (xxviii) 
Diocese d'Alby, (xxix) Daufin, (xxx) Provence, (xxxi) Princi 
paut d'Orange. . 

What is, apparently,,--the earliest atlas of Sanson in the 
Biblothèque -ndtionale,, has the title and date of the edition of 
1658. It contains 124 maps.. I have not been able to examine 
it with any care:  

Fifteen out of the thirty-one maps enumerated above occur 
in the British Museum atlas of 1658. One additional -French 
provincial- map is found in the latter, dated 1648, engraved by 

- Cordier,- and bearing -the title :—Tsle de France, Cham-
pagne, -Lorraine, etc.- - None of these maps are found in the 
atlas of 1667.  

Of -the .100 plates, 38 are undated. Of the remainder the 
following are the number of maps dated in each of the years 
mentioned:-1632, 1; 1640,2; 1641, 2; 1642, 3; 1643, 2; 
1644, 1; 1646, 2; -1647, 1; 1648, 11; 1650, 8; 1651, 5;- 1652, 
8; 1653, 6; 16.54, 10—' an enumeration which gives some indica-
tion of Sanson's activity in the production of maps during his 
career as - a cartographer.- - '- - - - - - - - 
- An examination of this series shows that Sanson -employed 
af least five engravers, besides Melchior Tavernier, whose name 
appears on nine of the earliest maps, 1632-1643 1, - and Pierre 
Mariette', who, -as publisher rather, probably, than engraver, has 

1 Tavernier died in 1641. 	- - 	- 
Pierre Mariette, the ear1ist known of the Mariette family, died December 

18th, 1657.  
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his name on no less than 32, dating from 1640 to 1654. Of 
the five, Jean Boisseau engraved but two maps, in 1642 and 
1644, respectively. The name of A. de la Plaes occnrs on one 
of Tavernier's maps of 1640, on one of 1647, and on three of. 
1648. A. Peyrounin's name first appears in 1646 (two maps), 
and again in 1650 (six maps); R. Cordier begins to engrave in 
1648 1  in which year he is credited with six maps, and in 1650 
with two, in 1651 with one only, and in 1652 with two'. Jean 
Somer, or Sommer (to whose name on 'later maps the designa-
tion "Pruthenus" is added) was, finally, a principal engraver in 
Sanson's establishment. He engraved from 1651, 17 of the 
dated maps. 

Of the undated maps the name of Pierre Mariette is on no 
less than 29, that of A. Peyrounin on 12, and Jean Sommer's 
appears on eight. 

Amongst other occasional names found here and there in 
the whole series, are those of Pierre Du Val' (eight maps), Ph. 
de la Rue (four maps), and those of several of the earlier Dutch 
and Flemish engravers. Nicolas Sanson fils is 'the author of 
one map only, that entitled: "Estats du Czar ou Grand Due de 
la Russie Blanche ou moscovie," undated, and engraved by 
Peyroiinin. 

This analysis shows that Sanson's collaborators were, at an 
early stage, Melchior Tavernier, throughout the whole period of 
his activity, and Pierre Maiiette, both as publishers, and as 
principal engravers, A. Peyrounin, B. Cordier, of Abbeville, 
and Jean Sommer (Pruthenus). 

In the whole series of maps in my atlas, Pierre Mariette's 
name is on 61, Peyrounin's on 20, Cordier's on 11, and Sommer's 
on 25. 

I have no clue to any other maps of the French provinces 
certainly attributable to Nicolas Sanson the elder, and published 
in his lifetime, or immediately after his death. 

The activity of his sons and successors no doubt accumu-
lated additional material, and the very large folio atlas pub- 

1 Plate IV is a good example of Cordier's work, and of the best art amongst 
the engravers to whom Sanson confided the production of his maps. 

2 119-1683. 
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lished by Hubert Alexis Jaillot, for which the younger Sansoiis 
supplied the maps, no doubt gathered up all those of France 
and its provinces which existed at the date of the first edition 
(1692). 

Before noticing Jaillot's work, I should call attention to the 
publication, contemporaneously with the early collections in 
atlas form of the maps of Sanson, namely in 1655, of the 
miniature atlas of Nicolas Tassin. This is a small oblong, 
quarto volu'me, bearing the title: "Carte Generalle de la 
Geographie Royalle par le Sr  Tasin geographe du Roy I a 
Paris I Chez N. Berey proche les Augustins I 1 It con-
tains in all 84 maps, including those of France and its Provinces. 
These latter have a separate title and are numbered throughout 
in a group with those of Spain, the subtitle running: "Cartes 
Genéralles I de toutes les Provinces de France et J d'Espaigne, 
reveues et corrigées, par J le Sr  T. Geographe ordinaire du 
Roy I A Paris chez N. Berçy au bout du pont neuf proche 
les I Augustins aux deux globles (sic)." The subtitle is not 
dated. It is followed by a table of contents which contains 
76 titles, of which 52 relate to France. This number points to 
a very complete collection of the maps extant at that time of 
the Provinces and other divisions of France. The. maps are, 
throughout the whole of this miniature atlas, uniform in style 
and measurement (about 6 inches x 4 inches), and are delicately 
engraved in a narrow, ruled border, without engraver's or 
printer's name, or dates, or other indications. On the frontis 
piece map (the two hemispheres) of the whole volume is N. 
Berey exu.," and "H. Picart fecit," so that it is possible that 
the latter was the engraver of the whole series. 

The very large folio atlases of the Jaillots began to appear 
about 1689, preceded by a number of individual maps engraved 
after the earlier designs of Sanson. These atlases under the title 
Atlas Nouveau, went through a series of editions, of which that 
of 1696 seems to be the most complete. The copy of this date 
in the Library of the British Museum contains only 15 maps 
of France and her Provinces. The Jaillots seem to have 
endeavoured to produce a general atlas rather than to have 
paid any special attention to the details of their own country 
in its geographical divisions, 
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An atlas of the same size, approximately, was published in 
the early part of the 18th century by Guillaume de L'Isle 
(1675-1726). In this publication—in a copy, which seems to 
be pretty complete—in the British Museum, of which the map 
of France is dated 1703, and the provincial maps of that country 
from 1704 to 1719, eighteen of the latter only are-found. De 
1'Isle, who 'followed his father, Claude (1644-1720), is said by 
Robert de \Taugondy,  in his Preface historique, to have engraved 
84 maps, of which 13 were of ancient geography. - It seems 
evident that the fashion at this period was setting in the 
direction of world-atlases, and this is exemplified in the work 
of the great French geographer of the 18th century, J. B. B. 
D'Anville (1696-1782), whose atlases and collections do not 
include any provincial maps. D'Anville published as many as  
212 maps, which collected formed the Atlas Général of 1737. ,  

Ph. Buache, who -worked with D'Anville, succeeded to his 
accumulated materials and continued his publications. 

ATLAS UNIVERSEL. 1757. 

The great atlas published 'under this title by Didier Robert 
de .Vaugondy, at Paris, in 1757, closes my series. . It was 
effectively the last important effort of French 'cartographers 
so far as the publication of a series of maps of the French 
Provinces . in atlas form is concerned, as, though a general atlas, 
it contains such a series based on materials which have already 
been discussed. The cartography of France in the remainder 
of the 18th century took the form of large-scale maps of the 
kingdom. France, indeed, gave the first example of a complete 
cartographic survey at the cost of the State, and the triangula-
tion of that country was so far advanced in the middle of the 
18th century, that the first sheet of the "Carte gometrique 
de la France," on. 'a scale of 1: 86,400, a map which was 
published in 182 sheets, appeared just half a century earlier 
than the publication of the first sheet of the one-inch ordnance 
survey map of the United Kingdom. This map is the work of 
César-François Cassini. (1714-1784) and his son, and involved 
45 .years' work (1744-1789). A map, of France of similar style, 
and in fact a reduction from Cassini's map, appeared in 1789. 

8-2 
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It was the work of Louis Captaine, and is in 24 sheets and on 
a scale of one-fourth of the larger map. On the 7th February, 
1790, the Provinces of France, and the immense network of 
local jurisdictions, were swept away by a decree of the National 
Assembly, and all future sentimental interest in the local 
administrative divisions of the country was thus destroyed. 

Under these circumstances the Atlas Universel is properly 
chosen to close the study of the cartography of the Provinces 
of France, which I have commenced at an epoch two centuries 
earlier. 

The authors, Gilles Robert de Vaugondy (1688-1766), and 
his, son Didier (1723-1786), were both Parisians, the former 
succeeding to the share of the accumulated materials which 
had descended to his uncle Pierre Moulard Sanson, and, 
according to the preface of the atlas, acquiring the remainder 
of these materials later by purchase. Thus. the atlas is 
claimed to have direct succession from the atlases of. Sanson, 
Jaillot's atlas of the end of the previous century (1692) being 
regarded as a collateral development. However this may be' 
as regards Jaillot, the Atlas Universel stands in a direct, line 
from Sanson. The elder Robert de Vaugondy also published, 
in 1748, a small quarto atlas containing 136 maps, under the 
title Atlas Portatif, Universel et Militaire, which included 18 
maps of France and her Provinces, and other works. His son 
issued in 1755, at Paris, in 1 2mo, an Essai 'sur l'histoire de. 'la 

'géographie, subsequently printed as an introduction to. the 
Atlas Universel. The atlas has an elaborately engraved title-
page, and the title: "Atlas Universel, I Par M. Robert Geo-
graphe 'ordinaire du Roy, et Par M. Robert de Vaugondy' 
son fils Geographe ord. du Roy, et de S. M. Polonaise Due de 
Lorraine et de Bar, et Associé de L'Academie Royale . des 
Sciences et belles Lettres de Nancy. I Avec privilege du Roy. I 
1757. I A Paris 

Chez fBoudet
Les Auteurs Quay de l'Horloge du Palais.j 

 Libraire Imprimeur du Roi, rue S. Jacques." 
This is followed by an "Avertissement," and the "Preface 

historique," 'which latter runs to .'33 folio pages, printed in 
double columns, and is stated to be enlarged and 'corrected 
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from the original and separate isue of 1755. The preface is 
followed by a table of the contents of the preface itself and a 
list of. the maps contained in the atlas, showing 103 plates, 
and a list of the names of the subscribers to the edition in 
large paper (numbering 601) and in small paper (numbering 
517), and particulars of the prices of the work in these two 
forms, and of five additional maps of the roads of Italy, Spain, 
Germany, England, Scotland and Ireland, and France, proposed 
to be published as additional to the 103 maps of the atlas. 
These lists of subscribers are of interest, including as they do 
the names of a great number of persons of distinction and 
learning in all parts of Europe, very fully set out, as well as 
those of the most eminent booksellers of the period. In the 
paragraphs placed at the head of these lists it is stated that 
the work had occupied 15 years, having been publihed in five 
sections, originally of 100 maps, but augmented to 103. 

The following out of the 103 is the list of the 22 maps 
(25 plates) of France and her Provinces: (i) France par Gou-
vernemens, (ii) Picardie et Artois, Boulenois, et Flandre 
françoise, (iii) Normandie, (iv) Bretagne, (v) Maine et Perche, 
Anjou, Touraine, et Saumurois, (vi) OrlOanois, Beauce et 
G tinois, (vii) Isle de France, (viii) Environs de Paris', 
(ix) Champagne (in two sheets), (x) Lorraine, (xi) Alsace ;  
(xii) Poitou, Saintonge, Angoumois, et Aunis, (xiii) Marche, 
Limosin, et Auvergne, (xiv) Bern, Nivernois, et Bourbonnois, 
(xv)Bourgogne-duché, et Lyonnois (in two sheets), (xvi) Bour-
gogne-comtO (in two sheets), (xvii) Bourdelois, Perigord, AgOnois 
et Bazadois, (xviii) Quercy et Rouergne, (xix) Gascogne, Basse 
Navarre et BOarn, (xx) Languedoc, (xxi) iJauphinO, (X"Xii)  Pro-
vence. - 

The atlas ha§ the dimensions 20 inches in height and 
14 inches in width. The maps are uniform in style and 
engraving, differing markedly from those of the earlier atlases 
in this characteristic. They are nearly uniformly 19 inches in 

1 It is from this map, as a good example of the style and art of the en-
graving, and of the amount of detail on the maps of this series, that the 
facsimile reproduction of the cartouche and adjacent surface is taken for 
illustration in Plate V. 
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height, but vary in width, in general, between 21 and 24 inches, 
some few being even wider. Each map is dated. Those of the 
Provinces of France run from 1749 to 1756, namely, in 1749, 1; 
in 1750, 1; in 1751, 3; in 1752, 4; in 1753, 9; in 1754, 3; 
and in 1756, 1. 

Of the whole series just over one-half of the maps (52) have 
no engraver's name, of the remainder 32 bear the name of 
Haussard, with or without the initial E, or, in some few cases, 
with other initials. Guillaume Delahaye's name appears on 12, 
and that of Delahaye l'a'tné on 6.  two in which other 
names are associated with it. In five cases only are found the 
names of other engravers, who only appear to have been 
casually associated with the Vaugondys' undertaking. The en-
graving is good, clear and artistic, and the cartouches, or 
ornamented panels containing the titles of the maps, are, in 
general, real works of art, delicately, engraved with designs and 
ornamentation, associated in each case with the natural products 
and special features of the province or country delineated. 

It is from the point of view of the standard and progress 
of the artistic delineation of surface, and the development of 
adventitious ornament in map-designing, that I have repro-
duced three representative cartouches, with some portion of 
characteristic map-surface, so as to. illustrate the state of this 
art in the three centuries to which my investigation relates. 
The map of Picardy of 1592, engraved by Gabriel Tavernier, is 
so exact a copy of that of Abraham Ortelius of thirteen years 
earlier, that, although not French in its origin or art, it may be 
usefully examined as typical of the progress of cartographic 
delineation in the latter half of the 16th century. Sanson's map 
of the South-East of England: and Picardy, of 1654, is a very 
representative specimen of the work of the first great French 
geographer, and of one of the numerous engravers he employed, 
R. Cordier, of Abbeville, as produced in the middle of the 
following century. Finally, the angle of the map of_ the 
Environs de Paris, with the cartouche dated 1753, the work, 
probably, of the engraver E. Haussard, is typical of this form 
of art in its comparatively modern form, and in that state to 
which it had attained. before the uniformity of exact geography 
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had destroyed ornament and the beauty of d elineation  as 
applied to maps. 	 V  

These three illustrations may perhaps be more serviceable 
in the study I have now completed than the actual and detailed 
text with which they are associated. 

ADDITIONAL' DDITIONAL NOTES ON THE ATLAS OF NICOLAS SANSON 

(1658). 	 - 

Since the above was corrected in proof, I have purchased 
a copy of Sanson's atlas of 1658, with dated title-page, as 
transcribed on page 111, ante, and,-printed on the third and 
fourth pages of the same sheet as this title', 'a' "Table des 
Cartes Generales de Toutes' les Parties du Monde." This list, 
Which is the only one 'I have yet seen in print associated with 
the earliest dated title, of an atlas of Sanson's maps, and is, 
indeed, the only printed list of his maps known to me, contains 
113 titles. The first three are a Mappe-Monde, a Hydroyraphie 
and a Harmonie, which are followed by 9 maps, under the 
heading Asie (Nos. 4 to 12), 8 (Nos. 13 to 20) under that of 
Africque, and 77 under the heading Europe (Nos. 21 to 97), 
and, finally, by 16 maps (Nos. 98 to 113) headed "Les Cartes 
pour la Geographie ancienne, sont,". 

In this set only 14 titles, numbered 33 to 46, relate to 
France and her provinces, viz. :—(i) Le Róyaume de France 
en general, (ii) Rivieres de France, (iii) Postes de France, 
(iv) Gouvernement general de Picardie, Artois, Boulenois, et 
Pays reconquis, (v) Duché et Gouvernement de Normandie, 
(vi) Isle de France, Champagne, et Lorraine, (vii) Duché et 
Gouvernement de Bretagne, (viii) Gouvernentent d'Orleans, 
et des Provinces circonvoisines, suivant les derniers Estats 
generaux, (ix) Les deux Bourgougne, Duché et Comté, 
(x) Gouvernement general du Lyonnois et des Provinces 
circonvoisines, suivant les derniers Estats 'generaux, (xi) Gou--  
vernement general de Guienne et Gascogne,, et Pays circon-
voisins, (xii) Gouvernement general de Languedoc, divisé en 
ses vingt-deux Dioceses, (xiii) Gouvernement general du 
Dauphine', etc., (xiv) Comte'. et Gouvernement de Provence. 

H.G.F. 
ODSEY, 27 April, 1909.' 
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